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Memo (internal) 

To: Jay Mizzone, Managing Director  

From: Will Gardner, General Counsel  

Date: 19 July 2017 

Re: Urgent shipment to Dillamond  

1. Jay, as discussed, Coffees of the World have threatened legal action if the beans do not arrive 
in Dillamond in time for the festival.  Accordingly, we consider it vital to secure an urgent 
charter of a ship to get the beans shipped in time. 

2. Our team has done some investigation and it seems Dynamic Shipping LLC might be a go-er.  
They are struggling a bit financially at the moment but we don’t think it is anything to be 
concerned about. I understand they are handling the chartering business in house now  (they 
are not very experienced at it – a bit like us!). Anyway, all they have asked (in addition to the 
normal terms of their charter) is that we pay the crew's wages into a separate Bank account 
prior to the voyage as the crew will not sail before this occurs.  We will need to pay 
USD100,000.    

3. Given the urgency of the shipment, we consider this is ok.   We will of course take steps to 
ensure our interests are adequately protected and that we receive the money back once DS 
has paid the crew.  Our funds will really be used as security by the crew.  

4. If you are happy with all of this, we will get DS to prepare the documents and send them 
through ASAP.  
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22 July 2017  
Mr Marc Simpson 
Director, Contracts and Procurement  
Dynamic Shipping LLC 
23 Fuchsia Crescent  
Curulean 1268  
 
voyages@dynamic.com  
 
Dear Sir / Madam  

Charter of the Madam Dragonfly      

We refer to your letter of 22 July 2017.  

Thank you for getting back to us so quickly.  

We enclose a copy of the voyage charterparty for the Madam Dragonfly in respect of the discussed 
voyage from Cerulean to Dillamond on 25 July 2017.  We have inserted the details we know and signed.  

As you know, the charterparty is required for an urgent shipment of native Cerulean coffee beans to our 
client, Coffees of the World Ltd, who requires the beans for a coffee festival in Dillamond which is 
expected to be attended by over 350,000 people over the course of the week.  

To that end, we again reiterate that it is imperative the cargo is discharged by 7pm on Friday, 28 July 
2017.  We have promised our client that we will have full control over the voyage and carriage of the 
cargo and thank you for your assistance in helping us to honour that promise.  To that end, we require the 
vessel to take the most direct route to Dillamond.  Any issues - please contact us BEFORE changing the 
route.   

Also, it is very important that the containers used are entirely waterproof.  Although the coffee will be in 
bags at loading, it is exceptionally rare, high quality, speciality grade green coffee (similar to Kopi Luwak 
coffee) which would not ordinarily be shipped just in fibre bags as the risk of moisture damage is too 
great.  The market price for the coffee is $300 / kg, but I'm sure you know what you're dealing with! 

We look forward to receiving a copy of the charterparty executed by you and confirm that the cargo is on 
route to the port of Cerulean for loading onto the vessel.  

Yours sincerely,  

Jay Mizzone,  

Managing Director  
Cerulean Beans and Aromas Ltd 
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VOYAGE CHARTERPARTY  

1.   Place and Date of Contract (Cl 1) 

Cerulean, 22 July 2017  

15.   Vessel (Cl 1) 

Madam Dragonfly  

2.   Owners/Disponent Owners/T/C Owners (Cl 
1)  

Dynamic Shipping LLC 

16.   Sailing from and ETD (Cl. 1) 

Cerulean, 24 July 2017 

3.   Charterers (Cl 1) 

Cerulean Beans and Aromas Ltd 

17.   Estimated readiness to load (Cl 1) 

 

4.   Cargo (Cl 1) (commodity, quantity, margin 
percentage and in whose option, and whether 
being shipping in bulk or otherwise).  

Commodity: Coffee beans  

Quantity: 1,000 70kg bags 

 

18.   Description of vessel (Cl 1) 

Small container ship  

Tonnage 2,000 GRT 

5.   Loading Places (Cl 1) 

Cerulean  

19.   Maximum loaded Draft  (Cl 1) 

 

6.   Opening Laydays (Cl 4) 

 

20.   Suppliers (Cl 3) 

 

21.   Agents at 
Loadports (Cl 1) 

 

7.   Cancelling Date (Cl 4) 

 

22.   Deepest draft on arrival @ Discharge Ports 
(Cl 15) 

 8.   Loading Rate (Cl 8) 

 

9.   Discharging Ports (Cl 1) 

Dillamond - MUST BE BY 7PM 28 JULY  

10.  Discharging Rate (Cl 8) 

 

23.   Freight Payable to: (Cl 22) 

 

 

11.  Freight Rate (Cl 22) 

$500,000 

24.  Demurrage Rate (Cl 9) 

USD20,000 / hour   

 

 

12.  Agency Fee at Discharge Ports (Cl 12) 

 

13.  Owners P and I Club (Cl 27 and 32) 

 

26.  Extra Clauses 

 

14.  Signature (Charterers) 

Cerulean Beans and Aromas Ltd 

27.  Signature (Owners) 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

IT IS THIS DAY MUTUALLY AGREED BETWEEN the Owners, Disponent Owners or 
Timecharter Owners nominated in Box 2 (hereinafter referred to as “Owners”) of the vessel 
named in Box 15, classed + 100 A.I. or equivalent and described in Box 18 be covered by P & 
I Club Risks, and the party nominated as Charterers in Box 3, that the said ship, warranted 
tight, staunch and strong and in every way fitted for the voyage, and being in the position 
stated in Box 16, shall, after completion of discharge of all previous cargo and after completion 
of any necessary repairs and/or drydocking, forthwith sail, and proceed with all convenient 
speed to the loading place or places nominated in Box 5, as ordered by Charterers to two or 
more berths which may include a layby berth for hold cleanliness inspection, where expected 
ready to load under this Charterparty on or about the date indicated in Box 17, and there load 
in the usual and customary manner, always afloat, at one or more places, in turn if necessary, 
from the Agents of the said Charterers, the cargo stated in Box 4 such cargo not exceeding 
what she can reasonably stow over and above here tackle, Apparel, Provisions and Furniture, 
and being so loaded shall therewith proceed with all reasonable speed, at Charterers’ option to 
a berth or berths at one or more discharge ports out of the range of such ports agreed and 
specified in Box 9, Charterers also having the option of discharging out of geographical 
rotation, and deliver the same always afloat, on being paid freight. 

2. AGENTS AT THE LOADING PLACE   

At the loading place(s) the ship shall be consigned to the Agents nominated by Charterers and 
specified in Box 21, and Owners shall pay the customary agency fee(s). 

3. LOADING PORT NOTICES  

The Master or Owners shall keep Charterers and/or their Agents at the loading place fully 
informed of the vessel's progress en route to the loading place but in any event:- 

(a) The Master or Owners shall notify the Charterers in Cerulean promptly upon 
departure of the ship from her last port of call en route to the loading place(s) 
stating the time of departure and the expected time of arrival at the loading place(s), 
and  

(b) If loading elsewhere, the Master or Owners shall:-  

(i) Cable to the Suppliers nominated in Box 20 and Charterers' Agents 
nominated in Box 21 at least 15 (fifteen) calendar days before the 
vessel's arrival at the loading port, stating the vessel's name, the 
approximate date on which she will arrive at the loading port and the 
estimated quantity of cargo required to within 5 percent more or less, 
within the nominated tonnage.  

(ii) Cable to the Suppliers nominated in Box 20 and Charterers’ Agents 
nominated in Box 21 at least 10 (ten) calendar days before the vessel’s 
readiness to load, stating the vessel’s name, the definite date of the 
vessel’s arrival at the loading port and readiness to load and the exact 
quantity of cargo required. The definite date of the vessel’s arrival at the 
loading port shall not be earlier than the approximate date under 
paragraph (e)(i), unless otherwise agreed.  

If through any inaccuracy in this notice, demurrage or detention becomes 
payable on rail cars or barges, or if there are any extra warehousing or 
transport charges the same to be for Owners’ account unless such 
inaccuracy results from circumstances beyond Owners’ control. 

(iii) Advise Charterers’ Agents nominated in Box 21 - 7/5/3/2/1 days notice of 
ETA at the Pilot Station, or 
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(iv) If the vessel is already at the loading port discharging cargo or for other 
reason, the Master or Owners shall give corresponding notice when the 
vessel is expected to be ready to load the cargo under this Charterparty. 

(v) Should any willful misrepresentation be made respect of the size, 
position etc, or should owners fail to cable shipper and appointed agents 
giving 14 days' notice prior to cancelling date of expected readiness to 
load without limitation, should the vessel not be in the loading port and 
ready to load on or before noon on the cancelling date, it shall be at the 
option of Charterer whether or not they will load the vessel declarable 
after receipt by Shipper or their agents of the Master’s written notice of 
its readiness to receive cargo. Should Charterer decide to maintain the 
vessel all additional costs incurred by Charterer as a consequence of the 
vessel missing her cancelling shall be for Owner’s account 

4. LAYTIME 

Laytime not to count before 0700 hours on the date shown in Box 6. Having regard to Owners’ 
responsibility to keep Charterers fully informed of vessel’s progress to the loading port, if it 
appears that the vessel will not be ready to load on or before the date shown in Box 7, Owners 
shall notify Charterers thereof, stating the probable date of the vessel’s readiness to load. 

5. HOLDS ON ARRIVAL AT LOADING PORT 

Prior to tendering Notice of Readiness at loadport, the vessel’s holds and hatchways are to be 
clean, dry, free from rust, free from smell and free from residue of all previous cargoes and 
suitable in every respect to receive the intended cargo to the satisfaction of an independent 
surveyor appointed by the Charterer. However, this survey does not relieve the responsibility 
of the Master and/or owners to ensure that the vessel is free of all previous cargo residues. If 
after tendering/accepting Notice of Readiness the vessel is found not to be ready in all 
respects to load, the actual time lost from the discovery thereof until she is in berth and in fact 
ready to load shall not count as laytime or time on demurrage. All costs, including the cost of 
labour standing-by to be for Owners’ account. 

6. RESTRICTED HOLDS  

No cargo is to be loaded in holds with openings less than 10 metres x 10 metres or any other 
places inaccessible to grabs. The Master shall have the liberty of loading in such places if this 
is critical to the stability of the vessel, but any extra time/expenses involved in loading and/or 
discharging cargo in/from such places to be for Owners’ account. 

7. LOADING RESTRICTIONS  

Owners guarantee that the vessel’s draft at the loading port will not exceed the limit specified 
in Box 19 when loaded to the maximum specified in Box 4. 

8. LOADING AND DISCHARGING  

(a) Costs  

The cargo to be loaded free of expense to the vessel.  

(b) Equipment  

Owners guarantee that the said vessel is equipped with cargo gear as described in 
Box 18 and that such gear is now and will be prior to presentation of the vessel for 
loading and will remain for the period of this Charterparty, in good, safe working 
order. Ship to give full free use of power, and all other equipment which is normally 
furnished by ships for loading and discharging cargo including lighting on deck. In 
the event of any time lost during loading and/or discharging occasioned by lack of 
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power, breakdown of equipment furnished by the ship, time shall not count nor 
demurrage accrue, and any extra expenses incurred, including the cost of labour 
ordered and not used, to be for Owners’ account. 

(c) Time Counting  

(i) Loading:-  

Time permitted for loading (calculated from when NOR is tendered until 
the vessel leaves the Loading Place) is .5 WWD  

(ii) Discharge:-  

Time permitted for discharging (calculated form when vessel arrives at 
the discharge port until all cargo has been discharged) is .5 WWD. 

If Charterers wish to load or discharge before or during notice time, or at 
times that otherwise do not count Master shall allow work to be done 
(extra expense being paid by Charterers) and the time actually used 
shall count. Holidays shall be holidays officially recognised or proclaimed 
at the place of loading and/or discharging. 

 
In case Charterer / Shipper can arrange to load or discharge in excepted 
time or before time commences to count, Master to allow work to be 
done, but actual time used to count. If upon berthing, the vessel fails to 
pass the survey, then time shall not count even if the vessel is on 
demurrage until the vessel is ready to receive cargo to the surveyor's 
satisfaction. All costs, including the cost of labour standing-by to be for 
Owners' account. 

  

(d) Notice of Readiness  

The aforesaid notices of readiness must be given as prescribed by box 8 and box 
10, as applicable.  

(e) Interruptions to Laytime 

Time occupied in shifting ports or berths or changing positions not to count as lay-
time and demurrage not to accrue even if on demurrage and in the event of any 
delay or hindrance in procuring, preparing, carrying, loading, stowing, shipping or 
discharging the particular cargo intended for shipment or the cargo actually shipped 
by reason of Acts of God, war, public enemies, arrests; interruption, stoppage or 
shortage of shippers’ fuel supply now or hereafter under contract, delay or stoppage 
of goods in transit; fire; ice; frosts; rain; floods; bad weather; disturbed condition of 
sea; breakdown, or stoppage of railways; accident to piers, or moorings; epidemics; 
labour; quarantine; strike or lockout of miners or workmen or industrial action 
(including strike) by or lockout of labour usually employed in connection with the 
mooring of ships or the loading or discharge of ships; scarcity of labourers or labour 
ordered but not available; insufficiency of lighters, railway wagons or motor trucks; 
accidents at or stoppage of the mines or any part of the works from which the cargo 
is supplied, including loading and/or discharging installation and/or equipment; or 
from congestion of shipping or shore traffic consequent upon any one of the 
aforesaid causes; or from inability or inefficiency of the ship to load or discharge, 
the laytime not to count during the period of such delay or hindrance and 
demurrage not to accrue even if the vessel is already on demurrage. 
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(f) Seaworthy Trim  

The Master to remain solely responsible for the seaworthy trim of the ship.  If more 
than one place of loading or more than one port of discharge is used, cargo is to be 
left stowed according to Master's requirements. 

(g) Night Work  

If required, ship to work by night as well as by day at the loading place(s) and/or 
discharging port(s), but any extra expense to be paid by the party ordering it, but 
should overtime be ordered by the Port Authorities, any extra expense resulting 
therefrom is to be borne by the parties in equal shares. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, overtime for ship’s officers and crew to be for Owners’ account in all 
cases. 

9. DEMURRAGE AND DESPATCH MONEY   

Demurrage over and above the lay-days calculated and allowed at the loading port and at the 
discharge port, to be paid to ship at the rate specified in Box 24 per day or part thereof pro-rata 
and Despatch Money to be paid by Owners at the rate of one half of the Demurrage rate per 
day or part thereof pro-rata, on all laytime saved in loading and discharging. 

Laytime to be fully reversible between load berths and laytime not to count while moving 
between individual load berths even if on demurrage. Laytime between loading /discharging 
ports to be non-reversible; however laytime between individual discharging ports to be fully 
reversible. 

10. LIEN 

Charterers’ liability to cease on Shipment of cargo, the Master and Owners having an absolute 
lien on the cargo for all freight, dead freight and demurrage due to the ship under this Charter. 

11. DESTINATION  

Orders for port or ports of discharge to be given on signing Bills of Lading if practicable, 
otherwise communicated as soon as possible after sailing. Ship to discharge at such safe 
docks, wharves, or places, always afloat, within the limits of the port or ports of discharge, as 
Charterers or their Agents may name on or before the ship’s arrival. Provided that Charterers 
or their Agents may change such nomination at any time prior to berthing. In default of any 
nomination by Charterers, on arrival ship to discharge at a usual berth in the discharge port or 
ports. 
 

12. AGENTS AT LOAD & DISCHARGE PORTS  

(a) The ship shall be consigned to Charterers’ Agents at the port or ports of load and 
discharge, paying all customary fees at each port, for attending to matters 
concerning the cargo and the vessel 

(b) If the ship calls at any port or ports on passage in distress, the Master is to advise 
Charterers in Cerulean, who will advise the name of their Agents at such port, to 
whom the ship is to be consigned for cargo purposes only. 

13. BUNKERING   

Provided that there are no disruptions to the load and / or discharge of the vessel and the 
charterer is advised accordingly, the ship shall have the liberty as part of the contract voyage 
to proceed to any port or ports en route at which bunker oil is available for the purpose of 
bunkering at any stage of the voyage whatsoever, and at any of the ports of loading or 
discharge named in this Charter and may there take subject to compliance with the provisions 
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of Clause 17, oil bunkers in any quantity in the discretion of Owners, even to the full capacity 
of fuel tanks and deep tanks and any other compartment in which oil can be carried, whether 
such amount is or is not required on the chartered voyage. 

14. DISCHARING PORT RESTRICTIONS  

Owners guarantee to deliver always afloat as customary to the nominated discharge port or 
ports, bearing in mind the individual port / berth restrictions to which the vessel must comply. 

15. REGULATIONS  

(a) Owners to ensure that the ship complies with:-  

(i) the applicable requirements of the Commonwealth of Australia 
Navigation Act 2012 and the Regulations thereunder. 

(ii) Owner must only nominate and provide vessels complying with all of the 
provisions of this Contract. 

(iii) The Owner shall procure that both the Vessel and "the Company" (as 
defined by the ISM Code) shall comply with the requirements of the ISM 
Code. Upon request the Owner shall provide Charterers with a copy of 
the relevant Document of Compliance (DOC), Safety Management 
Certificate (SMC), and, all documents associated with and/or comprising 
the Safety Management System (SMS) and/or the Safety Management 
Manual (SMM) as referred to in the ISM Code. 

(iv) Vessels' cranes are to be suitable for grab discharge. 

(v) The Owner also guarantees that the vessel shall be at all times in 
possession of valid and up-to-date certificates on board to comply with 
statutory regulations and/or requirements. Vessel to provide safe access 
between wharf and vessel at all times. 

(vi) Cranes and cargo gear are to specifically meet the Australian Marine 
Orders Part 32. 

(vii) If stevedores or other workmen are not permitted to work by reason of 
any failure of the Master, the Owner and/or their Agents to comply with 
government / local regulations or by reason that the vessel is not in 
possession of such valid and up to date certificates then Owner shall 
make immediate corrective measures. 

(b) The vessel is to comply with all the requirements and regulations for all ports and 
countries of call under this charterparty. In the event of any delay as a consequence 
of the ship failing to comply with any aforementioned Statutes or Regulations, time 
shall not count nor demurrage accrue during the period of such delay and any extra 
expenses incurred, including cost of stevedoring / receival labour, equipment and 
truck demurrage, ordered and not used, to be for Owners’ account. 

16. CREW WAGES AND CONDITIONS  

(a) The minimum terms and conditions of employment of the ship’s company are now, 
or will be prior to presentation for loading and will remain for the duration of this 
Charterparty, covered by an ITF agreement or other bona fide trade union 
agreement acceptable to the ITF. 

(b) Owners declare that to the best of their knowledge the vessel has never been 
involved in any action or dispute or been blacked by any maritime or transport 
organisation in or in connection with crew wages or conditions. 
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(c) Owners agree that in the event of any delay caused by any dispute or industrial 
action in or in connection with the ship’s flag or crew wages and/or conditions of 
employment, time shall not count nor demurrage accrue during the period of such 
delay and any extra expenses incurred, including cost of labour ordered and not 
used, to be for Owners’ account. 

17. FORCE MAJEURE 

Neither party shall be liable for any failure to perform or delay in performing its obligations 
under this Contract, where the party is being delayed, interrupted or prevented from doing so 
by reasons of any Force Majeure Event. 

For the purposes of this Contract, the term "Force Majeure Event" means: 
 

(a) any strike, labour difficulty, lock-out, stoppage, dispute or difference with workmen, 
long shore men, railways or railway men, lightermen, tugboatmen, labour or other 
hands essential to the provision or loading or discharging of the cargo or the 
working of the vessel; 

(b) unforeseen weather events, acts of God, accidents, fire, explosions, flood, 
landslips, ice, frost or snow; 

(c) inability to obtain or delays in securing transportation facilities, stoppages of the 
Shipper's fuel supply, hindrances of whatsoever nature in mining, processing, 
loading, shipping or discharging of products occurring without the negligence of the 
Charterer; 

(d) mobilisation, war (declared or undeclared), hostilities, epidemics, quarantine, riots, 
intervention of sanitary or customs authorities, Court issued arrest proceedings, 
acts of the queen's enemies, barratry of the master and crew, enemies, pirates, 
robbers by land or sea or other similar cause. 

Vessel has liberty to deviate for the purpose of saving life or property (including the vessel), 
with leave to sail without Pilots, and tow or to be towed and assist vessels or to be assisted in 
all situations whatsoever. Charterers shall not be held liable in any way howsoever for such 
deviation. Salvage and/or towage for Owner’s sole benefit. 

Ship not answerable for losses through explosion, bursting of boilers, breakage of shafts, or 
any latent defect in the machinery or Hull not resulting from want of due diligence by the 
Owners of the ship or any of them or by the ship's husband or manager. 

The Shipper and/or Charterer and/or Receiver shall not be liable on any basis whatsoever, 
without limitation, whether it be in contract, tort or otherwise, in damages or otherwise 
responsible for failure or delay in delivery for loading or in discharging if prevented, delayed or 
obstructed by any Force Majeure Event. In the event of the cargo not being available through 
any Force Majeure Event, the vessel has the liberty to sail without the cargo, or sail with any 
cargo forming part or parcel of the intended shipment on expiration of reasonable notice of 
Owners' intention so to do in order to enable the vessel to keep her itinerary. 

Nothing herein contained shall exempt the Shipowners from liability to comply with any 
Government, State or Provincial Regulations or to pay for damage to cargo occasioned by bad 
stowage, by improper or insufficient ventilation, or by improper opening of valves, sluices and 
ports, or by causes other than those above excepted; and all the above exceptions are 
conditional on the exercise of due diligence to ensure the ship is seaworthy and properly 
manned when she sails on the voyage. 

In the event of a Force Majeure Event arising: 
 
(a)  the affected party shall give the other party prompt written notice of such cause or 

causes and shall take all reasonable steps to minimise any delay so caused; 
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(b) the performance of those obligations shall be resumed as soon as practicable after  
such disability is removed. If deliveries are suspended for more than 30 days the 
shipments in arrears may be cancelled at the option of either party who must inform 
the other party of such cancellations within 15 days after termination of the 30 days. 
Either party may likewise cancel in respect of any immediately succeeding periods 
of 30 days during which disability may continue; and 

(c) where by virtue of a Force Majeure Event any deliveries are cancelled, the 
Charterer's obligation under this Contract of Affreightment shall be reduced by the 
quantity of the cancelled shipments. 

18. BOTH TO BLAME COLLISION CLAUSE  

If the liability for any collision in which the vessel is involved while performing this Charterparty 
fails to be determined in accordance with the laws of the United States of America, the 
following clause shall apply:- 
 
"If the ship comes into collision with another ship as a result of the negligence of the other ship 
and any act, neglect or default of the Master, Mariner, Pilot or the servants of the Carrier in the 
navigation or in the management or the ship, the Owners of the goods carried hereunder will 
indemnify the Carrier against all loss or liability to the other or non-carrying ship or her Owners 
in so far as such loss or liability represents loss of or damage to or any claim whatsoever of 
the Owners of the said goods, paid or payable by the other nor non-carrying ship or her 
Owners to the Owners of the said goods and set off, recouped or recovered by the other on 
non-carrying ship or her Owners as part of their claim against the carrying ship or carrier."  
 
The foregoing provisions shall also apply where the Owners, Operators or those in charge of 
any ship or ships or object other than, or in addition to, the colliding ships or objects are at fault 
in respect to a collision or contact" and the Chatterers shall procure that all Bills of Lading 
issued under this Charterparty shall contain the same clause. 
 

19. GENERAL AVERAGE AND THE NEW JASON CLAUSE  

General Average shall be payable according to the York/Antwerp Rules, but where the 
adjustment is made in accordance with the law and practice of the United States of America, 
the following clause shall apply:- 
 
"In the event of accident, danger, damage or disaster before or after the commencement of the 
voyage, resulting from any cause whatsoever, whether due to negligence or not, for which, or 
for the consequences of which, the Carrier is not responsible, by statute, contract or otherwise, 
the goods, shippers, consignees or Owners of the goods shall contribute with the Carrier in 
General Average to the payment of any sacrifices, losses or expenses of a General Average 
nature that may be made or incurred and shall pay salvage and special charges incurred in 
respect of the goods. 
 
If a salving ship is owned or operated by the carrier, salvage shall be paid for as fully as if the 
said salving ship or ships belonged to strangers. 
 
Such deposit as the Carrier or his agents may deem sufficient to cover the estimated 
contribution of the goods and any salvage and special charges thereon shall, if required, be 
made by the goods, shippers, consignees or Owners of the goods to the Carrier before 
delivery" 

 
and the Charterer shall procure that all Bills of Lading issued under this Charterparty shall 
contain the same clause. 
 

20. WAR RISKS CLAUSE  

No Bills of Lading to be signed for any blockaded port and if the port of discharge be declared 
blockaded after Bills of Lading have been signed, or if the port to which the ship has been 
ordered to discharge either on signing Bills of Lading or thereafter, be one to which the ship is 
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or shall be prohibited from going by the Government of the nation under whose flag the ship 
sails or by any other Government, the Owners shall discharge the cargo at any other port 
covered by this Charterparty as ordered by the Charterers (provided such other port is not a 
blockaded or prohibited port as above mentioned) and shall be entitled to freight as if the ship 
had discharged at the port of discharge to which she was originally ordered. 
 

21. JETTISON CLAUSE  

The Master shall report any instance of jettison to the Charterers as soon as practicable.  

22. FREIGHT  

Freight to be paid by telegraphic transfer in United States Dollars to Owner's account 90%, 
less full commissions, within two banking days of delivery of the cargo.  The Owners will issue 
an invoice immediately upon delivery of the cargo. 
 
Freight to be calculated on Bill of Lading weight on completion of load (Shipper's weights 
according to independent surveyor provided by the Suppliers to be accepted as tonnage 
shipped, the Master having the right to check the weights during loading), in full of all port 
charges, pilotages, light dues and all other dues usually paid by vessels. 

 
Should Owners not agree laytime and balance of freight calculation within six months of 
completion of discharge then Owner’s claim for balance of freight against Charterer shall be 
time barred. 

 
All liability of Charterer and Shipper shall cease on shipment of cargo, with the exception of 
freight, deadfreight and demurrage, if any. 
 
If the vessel is under charter to the party described as “Owner” then the “Owner” shall defend, 
indemnify and hold Charterers harmless from any lien on cargo exercised by the registered 
Owner of the vessel arising from failure of the “Owner" to discharge its obligation to the 
vessel’s registered Owner under such charter. 
 
In the event a lien is or may be asserted upon the cargo and/or freight to be carried or paid 
hereunder, Charterers shall have the liberty to pay such freight, which would normally be 
payable to the Owner hereunder, directly to the registered Owner of the carrying vessel or the 
person asserting such lien and such amounts so paid shall be credited against any freight 
otherwise payable by Charterers under this Charter. 

 
23. CHARGES 

Owners shall pay any dues or charges levied on the ship by reason of cargo being on board 
and all other dues or charges whatsoever. Wharfage, if any, at load and discharge port to be 
for Charterers’ account. Any deep draft surcharge imposed at load / discharge port to be for 
owners account. Berthage for Owners account , and site occupation fee in New South Wales 
for Charterers' account. 
 
Any extra insurance incurred by reason of vessel's age, class, flag, Owner or type of build shall 
be for account of Owner. War Risk Insurance premium if any, on vessel for Owner’s account 
 

24. COMMISSION 

A commission of 2.5 % address commission / brokerage for division, is due on the actual gross 
freight, deadfreight and demurrage under this Charterparty is due by the ship to the Charterer 
and their brokers and maybe deducted by Charterer from the initial freight payment. 

 
25. RELET   

Charterer shall have the right to relet all or part of this Charterparty to others subject to 
Owners' approval which shall not be unreasonably withheld.  
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26. NOTICE OF DISPUTE 

(a) Any claim that Master or Owners consider they may have on Charterers or Shippers 
arising at a port of loading and/or discharge shall be notified in writing by the Master 
to the Charterers or Shippers as the case may be before sailing from the port at 
which the claim arose. 

 
27. ARBITRATION  

(a) Any dispute arising out of or in connection with this contract, including any question 
regarding its existence, validity, or termination, shall be referred to arbitration in 
London by a sole arbitrator/a tribunal of 3 arbitrators (strike out whichever is 
inapplicable) in accordance with the Arbitration Rules of the London Maritime 
Arbitrators Association (LMAA). 
 

(b) One Arbitrator is to be appointed by each of the parties hereto and a third by the 
two so chosen. The Arbitrators shall be recognised by the LMAA as having 
expertise in shipping or maritime matters. 
 

(c) The parties hereby agree that:-  

(i) a party may be represented by duly qualified legal practitioners or other 
representative;  

(ii) the Arbitrators shall include in the arbitration award their findings on the 
material questions of law and face, including references to the matters 
on which the findings of fact were based.  

(d) However, any dispute as to technical matters arising out of or in connection with this 
contract shall be referred to expert determination by an independent Master 
Mariner.   
 

(e) A party may not commence legal proceedings (including arbitral proceedings under 
this clause) in respect of dispute unless clause (d) has been complied with first.  
 

(f) Any person appointed under clause (d) must act as an expert and not as an 
arbitrator, and the expert's written determination will be conclusive and binding on 
the parties. 
 

(g) In this clause, "technical matters" means matters surrounding the technical aspects 
of the performance of the charterparty, such as the vessel's route, loading and 
unloading of cargo, storage conditions and other matters which can reasonably be 
considered to be within the expert technical knowledge of a Master Mariner.    
 

28. LAW  

This Charterparty shall be governed by the laws of New South Wales, Australia. Incorporating 
Clause Paramount: Owners to have benefit of Article 4(5). 

 

29. COMBINATION CARGO 

This cargo to be shipped as full cargo however should the charterer of this charterparty agree 
to combine cargo with another parties cargo, charterer’s cargo is to be loaded before and 
discharged before other part cargoes are worked, unless otherwise agreed charterer’s cargo is 
to be stowed in separate holds. 
 
In the event the combination cargo is destined for the same discharge ports as 
charterer’s cargo, then charterer has the option of which cargo is first discharged at that port. 
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In the event of part cargoes being loaded, Master, Shipper and charterer to ensure fertilisers 
under this contract are stowed so that full use of ship's gear as on board is available at 
discharging port(s). 
 
Owners will indemnify Charterers against any loss or liability whatsoever incurred by 
Charterers as a result of or in connection with the exercise by Owners of their rights under this 
clause. 
 

30. VESSEL'S DRAFT   

Owner to ensure that vessels arrive at load port(s) on drafts applicable to the nominated ports 
and berths. 
 

31. SUBLETTING  

It is understood that the owner does not have the right to sublet this Contract or any part of it 
without the prior written approval of the charterer.  

32. HEALTH AND SAFETY  

The Owner shall have on board the vessel an effective occupational health and safety policy 
with the object that due care and attention is given by crew members to safe working practice 
in all operations pertaining to the vessel. The Owner shall have a policy regarding drug and 
alcohol abuse on board the vessel with the object that no crew member will navigate the 
vessel or operate its onboard equipment whilst impaired by drugs and alcohol. The policy will 
also have the objective if strictly prohibiting the possession, use, transport and distribution of 
illicit or non-prescribed drugs by crew members. The Owner shall exercise due diligence 
throughout the currency of the nominated voyage to ensure that such policies are complied 
with. 

 
33. CONFIDENTIALITY  

The Owner shall have on board the vessel an effective occupational health and safety policy 
with the object that due care and attention is given by crew members to safe working practice 
in all operations pertaining to the vessel. The Owner shall have a policy regarding drug and 
alcohol abuse on board the vessel with the object that no crew member will navigate the 
vessel or operate its onboard equipment whilst impaired by drugs and alcohol. The policy will 
also have the objective if strictly prohibiting the possession, use, transport and distribution of 
illicit or non-prescribed drugs by crew members. The Owner shall exercise due diligence 
throughout the currency of the nominated voyage to ensure that such policies are complied 
with. 
 

34. QUALITY  

Without detracting from the obligations of the Owner with regard to the condition of the vessel 
and ship’s gear as appearing elsewhere in this contract, the Owner warrants to the charterer 
that the vessel and ship’s gear will at presentation for both loading and discharge, conform 
with the quality standards required to transport the nominated coffee cargo for the duration of 
the scheduled voyage. 
 

35. NON WAIVER CLAUSE  

Failure by the Owner to observe and/or perform its obligations and/or covenants under this 
Agreement, or failure by the charterer to exercise any or all of its rights, remedies or powers 
hereunder, shall not constitute a waiver by the charterer of that, or any subsequent or other 
failure by Owner, nor a waiver by the charterer of any right, remedy or power which Charterers 
may exercise in relation to that or any subsequent or other failure. 
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22 July 2017  

Mr Jay Mizzone  
Managing Director  
Cerulean Beans and Aromas Ltd 
945 Moccasin Road  
Cerulean 9659  
 
jay@cerulean.com  
 

Dear Jay   

Madam Dragonfly       

We have received your signed copy of the voyage charterparty for the above named vessel. We have 
signed our copy too and will post it to you shortly.  

We note we have made one inconsequential amendment to the 'details' page of the charterparty: item 4 
now refers to 4 containers of coffee beans as opposed to 1,000 bags.  This is merely to allow us to enter 
the voyage data into our database, which requires the number of containers on the vessel to be entered. 

Given the tight timeframes, there is no need for you to sign a further copy of the charterparty. This type of 
amendment ought not delay such an important voyage !  

We appreciate the commercial sensitivities and importance of the voyage and confirm that your 
instructions will be followed at all times.  We have recently contracted with a new supplier of waterproof 
sealant which we can use on short voyages such as this.  Guaranteed waterproofing of containers for up 
to 5 days and we haven’t had any problems yet!   

Yours sincerely,  

Marc Simpson 

Dynamic Shipping LLC   
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24 July 2017  

Mr Jay Mizzone  
Managing Director  
Cerulean Beans and Aromas Ltd 
945 Moccasin Road  
Cerulean 9659  
 
jay@cerulean.com  
 

Dear Jay   

Madam Dragonfly      

We confirm the Madam Dragonfly has departed Cerulean and is en route to Dillamond.  Cargo receipt 
attached herewith.  

We expect delivery of the cargo to be completed by 5pm on Friday, 28 July 2017.  

Best of luck to your client for the festival.   

Yours sincerely,  

Marc Simpson 

Dynamic Shipping LLC   
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DOCK RECEIPT  

EXPORTER  

Cerulean Beans and Aromas Ltd 

BOOKING NO.8769 

EXPORT REFERENCES  

CUST REF: 309 

FRWD REF: 

 PORT AND COUNTRY OF ORIGIN   

Port of Cerulean, Cerulean  

DOMESTIC ROUTING / EXPORT 
INSTRUCTIONS 

As agreed 

EMERGENCY INFORMATION 

INITIAL CARRIAGE BY  

Exporter  

PLACE OF INITIAL RECEIPT 

Port of Cerulean  

PORT OF LOADING  

Port of Cerulean  

VESSEL / VOYAGE NO. 

Madam Dragonfly, MD738 

PORT OF DISCHARGE 

Port of Dillamond  

FINAL DESTINATION (OF GOODS NOT SHIP) 

Dillamond  

NO OF PACKAGES DESCRIPTION OF CARGO 
(INCLUDE DESCRIPTION OF 
STATE OF CARGO) 

WEIGHT OF CARGO 

4 containers  Speciality grade coffee ready for 
immediate sale  

No damage observed on receipt 

35,000kg 

RECEIVED THE ABOVE DESCRIBED GOODS 
OR PACKAGES SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS 
OF THE CHARTERPARTY BETWEEN THE 
CARRIER AND EXPORTER  
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From: voyages@dynamic.com  
To: jay@cerulean.com  
Date: 26 July 2017 at 2:32pm    
Subject: [URGENT] [SENT WITH HIGH IMPORTANCE] Madam Dragonfly  
 
Dear Jay 

Good news !  

After 17 hours with no satellite or other contact, I am delighted to inform you that we have received 
contact from the Madam Dragonfly.  Communications and satellite systems were knocked out by solar 
flares.   

The vessel is safe and en route to  Dillamond.  

Regards,  

Marc  

Marc Simpson 
Director, Contracts and Procurement  
 

DYNAMIC SHIPPING LLC 
____________________________________________________________________________________  

From: jay@cerulean.com 
To: voyages@dynamic.com  
Date: 26 July 2017 at 3:12pm 
Subject: Madam Dragonfly  
 

Marc,  

Thanks for the update.  Would have been nice to know that the systems had been knocked out though!  

Jay Mizzone, Managing Director  

cerulean beans and aromas  

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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From: voyages@dynamic.com  
To: jay@cerulean.com  
Date: 27 July 2017 at 7:17am     
Subject: Madam Dragonfly  
 
Jay,  

We didn’t want to worry you.  Thought she would continue as planned.  

Unfortunately the hardcopy maps weren't replaced since the last journey.  Shortly before they lost 
contact, the crew had noted they had passed the port of Spectre approximately 1,000 nautical miles to 
the west.  Luckily, the last voyage was to that port so the maps were on board.  The Madam Dragonfly  
will leave the port of Spectre shortly and is on her way to Dillamond. 

Marc  

Marc Simpson 
Director, Contracts and Procurement  
 

DYNAMIC SHIPPING LLC 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

From: jay@cerulean.com 
To: voyages@dynamic.com 
Date: 27 July 2017 at  8:44am    
Subject: Madam Dragonfly  
 
Marc,  

Our clear instructions were to take the most direct route to Dillamond.  It is unclear to us why the vessel 
went to Spectre before we were asked.  In any event, please confirm we can expect delivery to be 
complete by 7pm tomorrow night.   

Jay Mizzone, Managing Director  

cerulean beans and aromas  

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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From: voyages@dynamic.com  
To: jay@cerulean.com  
Date: 28 July 2017 at 4:58pm  
Subject: Madam Dragonfly  
  
Jay,  

The vessel had to deviate because they had no systems and the only maps they held were for Spectre.  
Happily the vessel's systems did not require repair and came back on when the effects of the solar flares 
died down. 

In other news, there is a massive storm about to hit Dillamond.  We have just received word that the 
Madam Dragonfly cannot proceed past its current location.  Storm rolled in very suddenly…the crew 
didn’t see it on the radar until about 30 mins ago.      

Marc  

Marc Simpson, 
Director, Contracts and Procurement  
 

DYNAMIC SHIPPING LLC 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
From: jay@cerulean.com 
To: voyages@dynamic.com 
Date: 28 July 2017 at 11:45pm 
Subject: Madam Dragonfly  
 
Marc 

Where is the vessel?  We have had staff at the port since 4:30pm ready to take delivery of the cargo.  As 
you know, we need it by 7pm in order for it to be delivered to our client at the festival by opening 
tomorrow. 

Jay 

Jay Mizzone, Managing Director  

cerulean beans and aromas  
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From: jay@cerulean.com 
To: voyages@dynamic.com 
Date: 29 July 2017 at 7:04am   
Subject: Madam Dragonfly  
 
Marc 

No response?? Our guys waited all night in pouring rain.  Still no ship?  

Jay 

Jay Mizzone, Managing Director  

cerulean beans and aromas  

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
From: voyages@dynamic.com  
To: jay@cerulean.com  
Date: 29 July 2017 at 8:58am 
Subject: Madam Dragonfly  
  
Jay,  

She is stuck ~100nm out from Dillamond.  Apparently the storm caused delays at the port (see attached 
report) and there was nowhere for her to berth. She has been in that location since 7am, when the port 
instructed the ship to wait there, along with the other ships waiting for a berth.  We have just been in 
contact with the captain who said the pilot is about to board and she is on her way in.  

Unfortunately the crew had dropped the anchor when they initially stopped as they thought they would  
avoid the storm.  That was not the case and the Capt. said the storm was worse where they were than at 
land.  When the crew tried to lift the anchor, it got tangled on a coral bed on which the ship inadvertently 
stopped on.  The anchor was cut but the captain thinks there was damage to the hull.  As is often the 
case in such weather, there wasn't really any option for the crew. 

Marc 

Marc Simpson, 
Director, Contracts and Procurement  
 

DYNAMIC SHIPPING LLC 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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THE DILLAMOND TIMES 
29 July 2017 

"ONCE IN A LIFETIME" STORM 
CLOSES AIRPORT, PORT, RIVERS 

A freak storm described as "once in a lifetime" has closed the Dillamond airport, port and river 
services.  The storm, which was not picked up on radars until approximately 45 minutes before it 
hit, brought with it rain, hail and severe winds which ripped out trees and upturned cars.  The 
storm battered Dillamond and surrounding areas for almost all of peak-hour on Friday night.  
The airport was closed for around 3 hours and the port for 12 whilst clean-up efforts begun.  No 
one was injured.   
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From: voyages@dynamic.com  
To: jay@cerulean.com  
Date: 29 July 2017 at 4:28pm 
Subject: Madam Dragonfly  
  
Jay,  

Further to my earlier email, the Madam Dragonfly is due to berth in 30 mins.  Delivery of the cargo should 
be approx. 2 hours later.  Do you have someone available?  If not, should be able to get the goods any 
time tomorrow by using the attached barcode for entry.  Our guys will wait until midnight but demurrage 
will accrue at  USD20,000 / hour from her arrival. 

Marc  

Marc Simpson, 
Director, Contracts and Procurement  
 

DYNAMIC SHIPPING LLC 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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NOT NEGOTIABLE 

 

TO: DYNAMIC SHIPPING LLC  

 
Scan the below barcode at access gate 1B for access to your 

cargo offloaded 

by: Dynamic Shipping LLC  

on: 30 July 2017  

at: 12:02 am / pm  

 

dynamicshipping2017 

 

 
As you were unable to take delivery of your cargo in the usual manner, delivery of this access 

authority pass constitutes delivery of your cargo.  
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From: voyages@dynamic.com  
To: jay@cerulean.com  
Date: 29 July 2017 at 8.42pm 
Subject: Madam Dragonfly  
  
Jay,  

Further to my earlier email, the Madam Dragonfly has docked and cargo now available for collection.  

Marc  

Marc Simpson, 
Director, Contracts and Procurement  
 

DYNAMIC SHIPPING LLC 

 

From: jay@cerulean.com 
To: voyages@dynamic.com 
Date: 31 July 2017 at 4:21pm 
Subject: Madam Dragonfly  
 

Marc, 

We took delivery of 4 containers of coffee beans from the Madam Dragonfly at approx. 1:17pm today.  

Delivery was delayed as we were unable to access the cargo left at Dillamond due to congestion at the 
port.  

Also, one of the containers weighed in differently than the others.  Hopefully just our bad calculations and 
nothing more sinister…  

Jay 

Jay Mizzone, Managing Director  

cerulean beans and aromas  
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From: voyages@dynamic.com  

To: jay@cerulean.com  
Date: 31 July 2017 at 5:30pm  
Subject: Madam Dragonfly  
  
Jay,  

Glad you finally got the cargo.  Not surprised about the congestion following the storm - I think there were 
lots of vessels delayed.  That's why I suggested you collect on Sunday.  

It was a very vicious storm but I can’t imagine anything got into your containers whilst they were on the 
ship.  The coffee was carried in accordance with industry standard conditions.  

Marc  

Marc Simpson, 
Director, Contracts and Procurement  
 

DYNAMIC SHIPPING LLC 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

From: jay@cerulean.com 
To: voyages@dynamic.com 
Date: 1 August 2017 at 9:17am  
Subject: Madam Dragonfly  
 
Marc 

We can only deliver one container of coffee to our client.  The rest is completely water damaged. 

Not happy.  This was an important shipment.   

Jay 

Jay Mizzone, Managing Director  

cerulean beans and aromas  

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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From: voyages@dynamic.com  
To: jay@cerulean.com  
Date: 1 August 2017 at 3:42pm   
Subject: Madam Dragonfly  
  
Jay,  

We understand your frustrations but we are certain the coffee was shipped in accordance with your 
specifications.  Are you sure the water didn’t get it after we delivered on Saturday?  

Marc  

Marc Simpson, 
Director, Contracts and Procurement  
 

DYNAMIC SHIPPING LLC 
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1 August 2017  

Mr Marc Simpson 
Director, Contracts and Procurement  
Dynamic Shipping LLC 
23 Fuchsia Crescent  
Curulean 1268  
 
voyages@dynamic.com  
 

Dear Marc, 

Breach of voyage charterparty for Madam Dragonfly       

We refer to the above voyage charterparty dated 22 July 2017.  

The agreement provided for, among other things, the urgent shipment of 40 containers of native Cerulean 
coffee beans from Cerulean to Dillamond on 24 July 2017.  Delivery was due to be completed by no later 
than 7pm on Friday, 28 July 2017.  

In breach of the charterparty, delivery did not occur until 1:17pm on Monday, 31 July 2017.   

This in itself caused us significant difficulties as the coffee was required by a client for a festival beginning 
on 29 July 2017.    

However, when the coffee was unpacked, it was evident that only one container of coffee was in a 
sellable condition.  The remaining units were all damaged by water and can no longer be used by our 
client at the festival.  

We have assisted our client to source alternative, though inferior, coffee, at a cost of USD9,450,000 
(USA3,150,000 / container) to us, and are now left with the damaged beans you delivered with no willing 
buyer.  

In the circumstances, we demand from you the sum of USD30,200,000, being USD15,750,000 for the 
damaged coffee (which is now completely unusable), USD9,450,000 for the replacement coffee and 
USD5,000,000 for the amount we are due to pay our client in damages under our contract for delivery of 
the coffee to them.  A copy of an invoice for the replacement coffee and s correspondence with Coffees of 
the World is enclosed. 

Please pay the amount of USD30,200,000, by 7 August 2017.  

Yours sincerely,  

Robert Priestley,  

General Counsel  
Cerulean Beans and Aromas    
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INVOICE  Date: 31 July 2017 
 

Moonbucks Ltd 

9 Carnation Street 

Cerulean 1268 

invoices@moonbucks.com 

To Cerulean Beans and Aromas Ltd 

945 Moccasin Road 

Cerulean 9659 

payments@cerulean.com  

  

 

 

U R G E N T  s u p p l y  o f  s p e c i a l t y  g r a d e  c o f f e e  a t  U S D 4 5 , 0 0 0 / 7 0 k g  b a g  USD9,450,000 
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1 August 2017  

Mr Jay Mizzone  
Managing Director  
Cerulean Beans and Aromas Ltd 
945 Moccasin Road  
Cerulean 9659  
 
jay@cerulean.com  
 

Dear Jay,  

Further to our recent correspondence, we confirm receipt of the amount of USD5,000,000 from Cerulean 
Beans and Aromas Ltd.   

For clarity, we again confirm that in return for payment of this amount, we agree to release and discharge 
Cerulean Beans and Aromas Ltd from any claim we may have against you in relation to your failure to 
deliver to us 1,000 bags of rare, high-quality, speciality grade green coffee by 28 July 2017 as per our 
agreement of 18 July 2017.   

We are of course aware that the situation in which found ourselves was beyond your control and are very 
grateful for the efforts of you and your team in securing replacement coffee.  This both minimised our loss 
and enabled us to focus on other aspects of the festival which, in the end, was very successful.  

I look forward to continuing our long business relationship.  

Kind regards,  

Harvey Jackson 

Chief Executive Office 

Coffees of the World Ltd 
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From: voyages@dynamic.com  
To: jay@cerulean.com  
Date: 2 August 2017 at 7:01am   
Subject: Madam Dragonfly  
  
Jay,  

I can't believe you sent that letter yesterday without even discussing it with me first ! Who is Robert 
Priestley anyway?   

We deny ALL liability to you.  We did absolutely nothing wrong ! In any event, even if we did, there is NO 
WAY the damage to the containers of coffee caused you 30 mil in damage!!!   

Can we please discuss?  

Marc  

Marc Simpson, 
Director, Contracts and Procurement  
 

DYNAMIC SHIPPING LLC 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

From: jay@cerulean.com 
To: voyages@dynamic.com 
Date: 2 August 2017 at 10:59am  
Subject: Madam Dragonfly  
 
Marc 

Just to recap our recent discussion so we are all on the same page:  

• Robert Priestley is our company General Counsel.  
 

• Given the urgent nature of the contract in the first place, we felt it was in our company's interests 
to issue a letter of demand as soon as possible, particularly as your emails suggested there 
would be some 'back and forth' about who was responsible for any damage. 
  

• Dynamic Shipping LLC is liable to Cerulean Beans and Aromas Ltd for:  
 

o Damages for breach of the charterparty arising out of DS' breach by deviating from the 
agreed route and failing to following CBA's instructions to take the most direct route to 
Dillamond, which are reflected in the USD5,000,000 claimed in respect of DS' liability to 
Coffees of the World Ltd and the USD9,450,000 claimed in respect of the replacement 
coffee;   
 

o Damages for breach of the charterparty arising out of DS' breach by failing to deliver the 
containers of coffee to CBA by 7pm on Friday, 28 July 2017, which are also reflected in 
the USD5,000,000 claimed in respect of DS' liability to Coffees of the World Ltd and the 
USD9,450,000 claimed in respect of the replacement coffee; and 
 

o Damages in the amount of USD15,750,000 arising from the water damage caused to 
1000 bags of coffee. 
 

• CBA has not waived any of its rights in relation to its claim and is expecting payment of the 
amount of USD30,200,000, by 7 August 2017. 
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• CBA values its relationship with DS and would hate for this unfortunate series of events to 

damage our existing relationship.  

I hope this provides some clarity around the issue and both parties can move forward.  

Jay 

Jay Mizzone, Managing Director  

cerulean beans and aromas  

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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From: voyages@dynamic.com  
To: jay@cerulean.com  
Date: 7 August 2017 at 3:40pm   
Subject: [URGENT] [SENT WITH HIGH IMPORTANCE] LATE PAYMENT for the Madam Dragonfly  
  
Thanks, Jay.  

I have just been informed that the payment due on 1/8 for the voyage charter of the Madam Dragonfly 
has not been made.  I expect (and hope) that this is just a mistake.  Can you let me know when it will be 
paid?  I have attached the invoice again just in case.  

Marc Simpson, 
Director, Contracts and Procurement  
 

DYNAMIC SHIPPING LLC 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

DYNAMIC 
SHIPPING LLC 

1. Date: 29 July 2017 
2. Invoice # 1076528 

3. Expiration Date: 1 August 
2017 

Dynamic Shipping LLC  

23 Fuchsia Crescent 

Cerulean 1268 

accounts@dynamic.com 

To Cerulean Beans and 

Aromas Ltd 

945 Moccasin Road 

Cerulean 9659 

payments@cerulean.com  

Customer ID CBA1 

 

 

A m o u n t  D e s c r i p t i o n  L i n e  T o t a l  

USD500,000 Freight (USD125,000/container) USD500,000 

USD75,000 Agency fee at Spectre (urgent / unplanned) USD75,000 

USD875,000 Repairs to hull USD875,000 

USD50,000 Agency fee at Dillamond  USD50,000 

USD100,000 Demurrage (USD20,000/hour) USD100,000 

USD10,000 Use of electronic access systems at Port of Dillamond USD10,000 

T o t a l  USD1,610,000 
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From: jay@cerulean.com 
To: voyages@dynamic.com 
Date: 8 August 2017 at 9:17am  
Subject: Madam Dragonfly  
 
Marc,  

This invoice is completely unacceptable.   

We did not agree to a stop at Spectre nor did we agree to the use of electronic access systems at 
Dillamond.  These costs, and the demurrage claim, are entirely the result of your own breach of the 
charterparty.   

As to payment of the remaining amount, I have just checked with the relevant departments.  Whilst we did 
the commercial deal, apparently there was a behind the scenes legal deal.  Do you know about this?  

The crew wouldn't sail until their wages were paid in full into a separate sort of trust account so we paid 
the funds as requested.  Apparently this is with the lawyers now so I think we should leave it all with them.   

Jay  

Jay Mizzone, Managing Director  

cerulean beans and aromas  

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Kensington Mayfair and Associates  
11 August 2017  
 
Mr James Davison 
Partner  
Madison Park Law  
1 George Street  
BRISBANE   QLD  4000 
 

Dear Mr Davison  

Cerulean Beans and Aromas Ltd ('CBA') charter of The Madam Dragonfly   

I refer to our recent telephone conversation regarding CBA's charter of The Madam Dragonfly from 
Dynamic Shipping LLC (DS).  

On 1 August 2017, CBA issued a letter of demand to DS demanding payment of the sum of 
USD30,200,000 by 7 August 2017.  The basis of the demanded amount is further explained in an email 
from Jay Mizzone to Marc Simpson sent on 2 August 2017. 

We understand DS denies liability to CBA. 

Pursuant to clause 27(a) of the Charterparty, CBA hereby refers the dispute to arbitration.  We appoint 
Mr David Friedman as our arbitrator.  Please nominate DS' arbitrator by 1 September 2017. 

Yours faithfully,  

Kensington Mayfair & Associates  
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THE CERULEAN MAIL 
18 July 2017 

SOLAR FLARES CONTINUE 
The sun has emitted its 10th solar flare in just seven days and more are expected in the coming 
weeks.  The flares, which have been strong enough to disrupt radio and satellite communications, 
are caused by magnetic activity on the surface of the sun which result in pieces of the sun 
breaking off.  NASA predicts the explosions will last another two-weeks and has advised anyone 
in the Cerulean region who relies on radio or satellite communication systems to make back-up 
arrangements.  

 

 

THE CERULEAN MAIL 

25 July 2017 

SOLAR FLARES KNOCK OUT GLOBAL 
COMMUNICATIONS 

In an unprecedented international emergency, continuing solar flares have knocked out radio and 
satellite communication systems around the world.  Ships were left with no navigation or 
communication systems and many outdoor travellers were left fearing for their lives when the 
systems went down at around 9:30 last night.  Official reports are that the systems were only 
down for four hours however The Cerulean Mail has reports of some systems being affected for 
almost 20 hours.  The Cerulean National Communications Agency says this delay can be 
attributed to old/faulty equipment. "Any navigation or satellite communication systems which 
comply with the current regulations for the use of those systems in commercial ventures would 
have re-connected straight away", the Agency said.  
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THE DILLAMOND TIMES 
1 August 2017 

FLOODING AFTER STORM 
Citizens of Dillamond have been dealing with constant rain and flood events following last 
Friday's massive storm which knocked down powerlines and tress and upturned cars.  350mL of 
rain fell in the 24 hours from 1am on Saturday morning and it has not eased up much since then.  
Over 100,000 people are without power and around 40,000 have been evacuated due to flooding 
in low lying areas.  Residents are being warned to avoid flooded areas and stay indoors where 
necessary.  

 

 

THE DILLAMOND WEEKEND TIMES 
5 August 2017 

SHIPPING CREW WALK THE PLANK 
AFTER COMPANY FAILS TO PAY 

Shipping crew employed by Dynamic Shipping LLC have walked away from the embattled 
company after demands for unpaid wages were not met.  The company, which is responsible for 
the most shipping traffic into Dillamond each year, has been suffering financial troubles after 
revelations of corruption, nepotism and fraud caused the entire executive to resign last year.  
Crew members have told The Dillamond Weekend Times that no crew member has been paid 
since the first week of June.  "People can't live like this," one crew member who wishes to 
remain anonymous said.  "I came to Dillamond with an urgent shipment of coffee and now I am 
stuck here with no money and no prospect of ever being paid by my former employer."  The 
Dillamond Weekend Times understands lawyers and accounts have been called in to Dynamic 
Shipping.  Calls to the company were not returned yesterday.    
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IN THE MATTER OF:  CERULEAN BEANS AND AROMAS LTD 

    Claimant  

AND:    DYNAMIC SHIPPING LLC  

    Respondent  

AND:    THE SHIP 'MADAM DRAGONFLY' 

 

POINTS OF CLAIM 

Delivered on behalf of the Claimant  

 

1. The Respondent is the owner of the vessel Madam Dragonfly.  

2. The Madam Dragonfly is a commercial cargo ship flagged in Cerulean. 

Charterparty  

3. Pursuant to a voyage charterparty made on or around 22 July 2017, the Claimant 

chartered the vessel from the Respondent.  

4. Pursuant to the charterparty, the Madam Dragonfly was to depart the Port of Cerulean 

on 24 July 2017, sale to the Port of Dillamond by the most direct route (as shown on 

the attached map) and discharge 1000 bags of coffee (Cargo) at the Port of Dillamond 

by 7pm on 28 July 2017.  

5. The Respondent did not deliver the Cargo until approximately 1:55pm on 31 July 

2017.  

6. 75% of the Cargo was water-damaged on delivery and is unusable. 

7. The damaged Cargo was worth USD15,750,000.  

8. As the Cargo was required in order to satisfy the Claimant's contractual obligations 

with a third party, the Claimant was required to urgently source alternative coffee at a 

cost of USD9,450,000 (Replacement Coffee Payment). 
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9. The third party with whom the Claimant had contracted for the supply of coffee 

suffered loss and damage as a result of the Claimant's breach of contract.   

10. The third party and the Claimant entered into a settlement agreement whereby the third 

party released the Claimant from all claims it may have against it in relation to the 

Claimant's breach of contract in return for the Claimant paying the amount of 

$5,000,000 (Settlement Payment). 

Maritime lien   

11. On or around 22 July 2017, the Claimant paid the amount of US$100,000 on account 

of wages which would become payable to the crew of the Madam Dragonfly following 

her voyage from the Port of Cerulean to the Port of Dillamond into a special Bank 

account of the Respondent established for that purpose.  

12. The Respondent has not paid the crew of the Madam Dragonfly wages due for the 

voyage and has not repaid the US$100,000 to the Claimant.  

Damages claimed  

13. In the premises:  

(a) the Respondent is liable to the Claimant for damages in the amount of 

USD30,200,000 comprising:  

(i) USD15,750,000 on account of the damaged Cargo;  

(ii) USD9,450,000 for the Replacement Coffee Payment; 

(iii) USD5,000,000 on account of the Settlement Payment; and  

(b) the Claimant holds a maritime equitable lien over the Madam Dragonfly. 
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ANNEXURE A 
 
 

Map of route from Port of Cerulean to Port of Dillamond  
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IN THE MATTER OF:  CERULEAN BEANS AND AROMAS LTD 

    Claimant  

AND:    DYNAMIC SHIPPING LLC  

    Respondent  

AND:    THE SHIP 'MADAM DRAGONFLY' 

 

POINTS OF DEFENCE AND COUNTERCLAIM 
Delivered on behalf of the Respondent  

 

Jurisdiction  

1. The Respondent objects to the jurisdiction of this arbitral panel to determine the claim 

for damages made by the Claimant.  

2. For the reasons pleaded below and without prejudice to the Respondent's objection to 

the jurisdiction of this tribunal, the Respondent says that the claim for damages arises 

from matters which are to be determined according to the expert determination 

provisions of the charterparty.  

Charterparty  

3. The Respondent admits paragraphs 1 - 4 of the Points of Claim.  

4. The Respondent denies the allegation in paragraph 5 of the Points of Claim and says 

further that: 

(a) the Cargo was delivered to the Claimant at 8:42pm on 29 July 2017;  

(b) the Respondent is not liable for any delay as the delay was caused by two 

events of force majeure.  

5. The Respondent denies the allegation in paragraph 6 of the Point of Claim and says 

further that there was no water damage to the Cargo at the time of its delivery pleaded 

in paragraph 4(a) above. 
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6. In the alternative to paragraph 5 above, the Respondent says that any liability in 

respect of the claim is limited pursuant to International Convention.  

7. Save that it denies the cargo was damaged before delivery, the Respondent admits the  

paragraph 7 of the Points of Claim.  

8. **The Respondent admits the Claimant made the Replacement Coffee Payment and 

Settlement Payment but otherwise does not admit paragraphs 8, 9 and 10 of the Points 

of Claim.  

9. ** The Respondent denies it is liable for the damages claimed in paragraph 13 of the 

Points of Claim or at all.  

Maritime lien   

10. The Respondent admits the allegations in paragraphs 11 and 12 of the Points of Claim 

but denies the Claimant's assertion that it is holds a maritime lien over the Madam 

Dragonfly because of the matters pleaded therein.  

Counterclaim 

11. On or around 1 August 2017, the Respondent issued an invoice to the Claimant in 

respect of amounts owing under the charterparty pleaded in the Points of Claim for:  

(a) freight;  

(b) agency fees at the Port of Spectre, to which the Madam Dragonfly was required to 

deviate during the voyage;  

(c) the cost of repairs to damage caused to the Madam Dragonfly when avoiding 

dangerous weather conditions;  

(d) agency fees at the Port of Dillamond;  

(e) demurrage; and   

(f) use of electronic access systems at the Port of Dillamond. 
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12. The Claimant has failed to pay any amount due to the Respondent under the 

charterparty.  

13. In the premises, the Claimant is liable to the Respondent for damages.  
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IN THE MATTER OF:  CERULEAN BEANS AND AROMAS LTD 

    Claimant  

AND:    DYNAMIC SHIPPING LLC  

    Respondent  

AND:    THE SHIP 'MADAM DRAGONFLY' 

 

STATEMENT OF EXPERT OPINION OF SIMON WEBSTER 
 

1. I am a maritime engineer specialising in the safe carriage of rare cargo.  

2. I have been asked by the arbitral tribunal to provide my expert opinion on the 

following questions relevant to the current dispute:  

1. At approximately what time was the Cargo damaged?   

3. What cause the water damage to the Cargo?  

3. In my opinion, based on my technical knowledge and the rainfall on the relevant days, 

the Cargo was damaged sometime in the 24 hours  from 4:30am on 30 July 2017. 

4. The Cargo was damaged because the sealant used to seal the containers in which it was 

stored whilst exceptionally strong, is designed for short-term (up to 5 days) use only.  

The combination of prolonged use of the sealant and unprecedented rainfall caused the 

sealant used on all but one of the containers to leak.  

 

Signed:   Simon Webster 

Dated:  1 December 2017 
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FINAL INSPECTION REPORT 
 

This is to certify that the requested survey for the purpose of ascertaining the extent of 
damage to coffee onboard the vessel Madam Dragonfly are performed at the request of 
the applicant:  

CERULEAN BEANS AND AROMAS LTD  

by DSM Surveyors.  

I. INFORMATION  

a) Ship particulars  

 Name of the vessel: Madam Dragonfly    

 Flag of the vessel:  Cerulean  

 Official number:  CMD4987H  

 GRT:   2,000  

b) Ship information  

 Ship owner:  Dynamic Shipping LLC 

 Name of Master:  Edward Hillster 

 P & I Club:  London P&I Club 

II. RESULTS OFINSPECTION  

On 2 August  2017, we, surveyors of DSM Surveyors did attend the Port of Dillamond to 
carry out limited survey on the alleged damaged cargo which was carried on the Vessel.  

The result of the survey is that the coffee inside three containers was completely water 
damaged.  We did not survey a fourth container which we understand was carried on 
the Vessel.   
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Background information and assumptions  

1. Cerulean and Dillamond are small European settlements which, in order to facilitate trade with 
larger nations, have adopted all laws of the United Kingdom.   

2. The Tribunal has been validly appointed in accordance with the terms of the Charterparty.  

3. All documents have been validly executed.  

4. The evidence of the expert and surveyors will be accepted by the Tribunal.  

15 Dec 2017


	INTERNATIONAL MARITIME LAW ARBITRATION MOOT 2018 scenario cover page
	IMLAM 2018 Scenario 14 December final clean
	1. Jay, as discussed, Coffees of the World have threatened legal action if the beans do not arrive in Dillamond in time for the festival.  Accordingly, we consider it vital to secure an urgent charter of a ship to get the beans shipped in time.
	2. Our team has done some investigation and it seems Dynamic Shipping LLC might be a go-er.  They are struggling a bit financially at the moment but we don’t think it is anything to be concerned about. I understand they are handling the chartering bus...
	3. Given the urgency of the shipment, we consider this is ok.   We will of course take steps to ensure our interests are adequately protected and that we receive the money back once DS has paid the crew.  Our funds will really be used as security by t...
	4. If you are happy with all of this, we will get DS to prepare the documents and send them through ASAP.
	1. INTRODUCTION
	IT IS THIS DAY MUTUALLY AGREED BETWEEN the Owners, Disponent Owners or Timecharter Owners nominated in Box 2 (hereinafter referred to as “Owners”) of the vessel named in Box 15, classed + 100 A.I. or equivalent and described in Box 18 be covered by P ...
	2. AGENTS AT THE LOADING PLACE
	At the loading place(s) the ship shall be consigned to the Agents nominated by Charterers and specified in Box 21, and Owners shall pay the customary agency fee(s).
	3. LOADING PORT NOTICES
	The Master or Owners shall keep Charterers and/or their Agents at the loading place fully informed of the vessel's progress en route to the loading place but in any event:-
	(a) The Master or Owners shall notify the Charterers in Cerulean promptly upon departure of the ship from her last port of call en route to the loading place(s) stating the time of departure and the expected time of arrival at the loading place(s), and
	(b) If loading elsewhere, the Master or Owners shall:-
	(i) Cable to the Suppliers nominated in Box 20 and Charterers' Agents nominated in Box 21 at least 15 (fifteen) calendar days before the vessel's arrival at the loading port, stating the vessel's name, the approximate date on which she will arrive at ...
	(ii) Cable to the Suppliers nominated in Box 20 and Charterers’ Agents nominated in Box 21 at least 10 (ten) calendar days before the vessel’s readiness to load, stating the vessel’s name, the definite date of the vessel’s arrival at the loading port ...
	If through any inaccuracy in this notice, demurrage or detention becomes payable on rail cars or barges, or if there are any extra warehousing or transport charges the same to be for Owners’ account unless such inaccuracy results from circumstances be...
	(iii) Advise Charterers’ Agents nominated in Box 21 - 7/5/3/2/1 days notice of ETA at the Pilot Station, or
	(iv) If the vessel is already at the loading port discharging cargo or for other reason, the Master or Owners shall give corresponding notice when the vessel is expected to be ready to load the cargo under this Charterparty.
	(v) Should any willful misrepresentation be made respect of the size, position etc, or should owners fail to cable shipper and appointed agents giving 14 days' notice prior to cancelling date of expected readiness to load without limitation, should th...


	4. LAYTIME
	Laytime not to count before 0700 hours on the date shown in Box 6. Having regard to Owners’ responsibility to keep Charterers fully informed of vessel’s progress to the loading port, if it appears that the vessel will not be ready to load on or before...
	5. HOLDS ON ARRIVAL AT LOADING PORT
	Prior to tendering Notice of Readiness at loadport, the vessel’s holds and hatchways are to be clean, dry, free from rust, free from smell and free from residue of all previous cargoes and suitable in every respect to receive the intended cargo to the...
	6. RESTRICTED HOLDS
	No cargo is to be loaded in holds with openings less than 10 metres x 10 metres or any other places inaccessible to grabs. The Master shall have the liberty of loading in such places if this is critical to the stability of the vessel, but any extra ti...
	7. LOADING RESTRICTIONS
	Owners guarantee that the vessel’s draft at the loading port will not exceed the limit specified in Box 19 when loaded to the maximum specified in Box 4.
	8. LOADING AND DISCHARGING
	(a) Costs
	The cargo to be loaded free of expense to the vessel.
	(b) Equipment

	Owners guarantee that the said vessel is equipped with cargo gear as described in Box 18 and that such gear is now and will be prior to presentation of the vessel for loading and will remain for the period of this Charterparty, in good, safe working o...
	(c) Time Counting
	(i) Loading:-
	Time permitted for loading (calculated from when NOR is tendered until the vessel leaves the Loading Place) is .5 WWD
	(ii) Discharge:-
	Time permitted for discharging (calculated form when vessel arrives at the discharge port until all cargo has been discharged) is .5 WWD.

	(d) Notice of Readiness
	The aforesaid notices of readiness must be given as prescribed by box 8 and box 10, as applicable.
	(e) Interruptions to Laytime

	Time occupied in shifting ports or berths or changing positions not to count as lay-time and demurrage not to accrue even if on demurrage and in the event of any delay or hindrance in procuring, preparing, carrying, loading, stowing, shipping or disch...
	(f) Seaworthy Trim
	The Master to remain solely responsible for the seaworthy trim of the ship.  If more than one place of loading or more than one port of discharge is used, cargo is to be left stowed according to Master's requirements.
	(g) Night Work

	If required, ship to work by night as well as by day at the loading place(s) and/or discharging port(s), but any extra expense to be paid by the party ordering it, but should overtime be ordered by the Port Authorities, any extra expense resulting the...
	9. DEMURRAGE AND DESPATCH MONEY
	Demurrage over and above the lay-days calculated and allowed at the loading port and at the discharge port, to be paid to ship at the rate specified in Box 24 per day or part thereof pro-rata and Despatch Money to be paid by Owners at the rate of one ...
	Laytime to be fully reversible between load berths and laytime not to count while moving between individual load berths even if on demurrage. Laytime between loading /discharging ports to be non-reversible; however laytime between individual dischargi...
	10. LIEN
	Charterers’ liability to cease on Shipment of cargo, the Master and Owners having an absolute lien on the cargo for all freight, dead freight and demurrage due to the ship under this Charter.
	11. DESTINATION
	12. AGENTS AT LOAD & DISCHARGE PORTS
	(a) The ship shall be consigned to Charterers’ Agents at the port or ports of load and discharge, paying all customary fees at each port, for attending to matters concerning the cargo and the vessel
	(b) If the ship calls at any port or ports on passage in distress, the Master is to advise Charterers in Cerulean, who will advise the name of their Agents at such port, to whom the ship is to be consigned for cargo purposes only.

	13. BUNKERING
	Provided that there are no disruptions to the load and / or discharge of the vessel and the charterer is advised accordingly, the ship shall have the liberty as part of the contract voyage to proceed to any port or ports en route at which bunker oil i...
	14. DISCHARING PORT RESTRICTIONS
	Owners guarantee to deliver always afloat as customary to the nominated discharge port or ports, bearing in mind the individual port / berth restrictions to which the vessel must comply.
	15. REGULATIONS
	(a) Owners to ensure that the ship complies with:-
	(i) the applicable requirements of the Commonwealth of Australia Navigation Act 2012 and the Regulations thereunder.
	(ii) Owner must only nominate and provide vessels complying with all of the provisions of this Contract.
	(iii) The Owner shall procure that both the Vessel and "the Company" (as defined by the ISM Code) shall comply with the requirements of the ISM Code. Upon request the Owner shall provide Charterers with a copy of the relevant Document of Compliance (D...
	(iv) Vessels' cranes are to be suitable for grab discharge.
	(v) The Owner also guarantees that the vessel shall be at all times in possession of valid and up-to-date certificates on board to comply with statutory regulations and/or requirements. Vessel to provide safe access between wharf and vessel at all times.
	(vi) Cranes and cargo gear are to specifically meet the Australian Marine Orders Part 32.
	(vii) If stevedores or other workmen are not permitted to work by reason of any failure of the Master, the Owner and/or their Agents to comply with government / local regulations or by reason that the vessel is not in possession of such valid and up t...

	(b) The vessel is to comply with all the requirements and regulations for all ports and countries of call under this charterparty. In the event of any delay as a consequence of the ship failing to comply with any aforementioned Statutes or Regulations...

	16. CREW WAGES AND CONDITIONS
	(a) The minimum terms and conditions of employment of the ship’s company are now, or will be prior to presentation for loading and will remain for the duration of this Charterparty, covered by an ITF agreement or other bona fide trade union agreement ...
	(b) Owners declare that to the best of their knowledge the vessel has never been involved in any action or dispute or been blacked by any maritime or transport organisation in or in connection with crew wages or conditions.
	(c) Owners agree that in the event of any delay caused by any dispute or industrial action in or in connection with the ship’s flag or crew wages and/or conditions of employment, time shall not count nor demurrage accrue during the period of such dela...

	17. FORCE MAJEURE
	Neither party shall be liable for any failure to perform or delay in performing its obligations under this Contract, where the party is being delayed, interrupted or prevented from doing so by reasons of any Force Majeure Event.
	(a) any strike, labour difficulty, lock-out, stoppage, dispute or difference with workmen, long shore men, railways or railway men, lightermen, tugboatmen, labour or other hands essential to the provision or loading or discharging of the cargo or the ...
	(b) unforeseen weather events, acts of God, accidents, fire, explosions, flood, landslips, ice, frost or snow;
	(c) inability to obtain or delays in securing transportation facilities, stoppages of the Shipper's fuel supply, hindrances of whatsoever nature in mining, processing, loading, shipping or discharging of products occurring without the negligence of th...
	(d) mobilisation, war (declared or undeclared), hostilities, epidemics, quarantine, riots, intervention of sanitary or customs authorities, Court issued arrest proceedings, acts of the queen's enemies, barratry of the master and crew, enemies, pirates...

	Vessel has liberty to deviate for the purpose of saving life or property (including the vessel), with leave to sail without Pilots, and tow or to be towed and assist vessels or to be assisted in all situations whatsoever. Charterers shall not be held ...
	Ship not answerable for losses through explosion, bursting of boilers, breakage of shafts, or any latent defect in the machinery or Hull not resulting from want of due diligence by the Owners of the ship or any of them or by the ship's husband or mana...
	The Shipper and/or Charterer and/or Receiver shall not be liable on any basis whatsoever, without limitation, whether it be in contract, tort or otherwise, in damages or otherwise responsible for failure or delay in delivery for loading or in discharg...
	Nothing herein contained shall exempt the Shipowners from liability to comply with any Government, State or Provincial Regulations or to pay for damage to cargo occasioned by bad stowage, by improper or insufficient ventilation, or by improper opening...
	(a)  the affected party shall give the other party prompt written notice of such cause or causes and shall take all reasonable steps to minimise any delay so caused;
	(b) the performance of those obligations shall be resumed as soon as practicable after  such disability is removed. If deliveries are suspended for more than 30 days the shipments in arrears may be cancelled at the option of either party who must info...
	(c) where by virtue of a Force Majeure Event any deliveries are cancelled, the Charterer's obligation under this Contract of Affreightment shall be reduced by the quantity of the cancelled shipments.

	18. BOTH TO BLAME COLLISION CLAUSE
	If the liability for any collision in which the vessel is involved while performing this Charterparty fails to be determined in accordance with the laws of the United States of America, the following clause shall apply:-
	"If the ship comes into collision with another ship as a result of the negligence of the other ship and any act, neglect or default of the Master, Mariner, Pilot or the servants of the Carrier in the navigation or in the management or the ship, the Ow...
	The foregoing provisions shall also apply where the Owners, Operators or those in charge of any ship or ships or object other than, or in addition to, the colliding ships or objects are at fault in respect to a collision or contact" and the Chatterers...
	19. GENERAL AVERAGE AND THE NEW JASON CLAUSE
	General Average shall be payable according to the York/Antwerp Rules, but where the adjustment is made in accordance with the law and practice of the United States of America, the following clause shall apply:-
	"In the event of accident, danger, damage or disaster before or after the commencement of the voyage, resulting from any cause whatsoever, whether due to negligence or not, for which, or for the consequences of which, the Carrier is not responsible, b...
	If a salving ship is owned or operated by the carrier, salvage shall be paid for as fully as if the said salving ship or ships belonged to strangers.
	Such deposit as the Carrier or his agents may deem sufficient to cover the estimated contribution of the goods and any salvage and special charges thereon shall, if required, be made by the goods, shippers, consignees or Owners of the goods to the Car...
	20. WAR RISKS CLAUSE
	No Bills of Lading to be signed for any blockaded port and if the port of discharge be declared blockaded after Bills of Lading have been signed, or if the port to which the ship has been ordered to discharge either on signing Bills of Lading or there...
	21. JETTISON CLAUSE
	The Master shall report any instance of jettison to the Charterers as soon as practicable.
	22. FREIGHT
	Freight to be paid by telegraphic transfer in United States Dollars to Owner's account 90%, less full commissions, within two banking days of delivery of the cargo.  The Owners will issue an invoice immediately upon delivery of the cargo.
	Freight to be calculated on Bill of Lading weight on completion of load (Shipper's weights according to independent surveyor provided by the Suppliers to be accepted as tonnage shipped, the Master having the right to check the weights during loading),...
	23. CHARGES
	Owners shall pay any dues or charges levied on the ship by reason of cargo being on board and all other dues or charges whatsoever. Wharfage, if any, at load and discharge port to be for Charterers’ account. Any deep draft surcharge imposed at load / ...
	Any extra insurance incurred by reason of vessel's age, class, flag, Owner or type of build shall be for account of Owner. War Risk Insurance premium if any, on vessel for Owner’s account
	24. COMMISSION
	A commission of 2.5 % address commission / brokerage for division, is due on the actual gross freight, deadfreight and demurrage under this Charterparty is due by the ship to the Charterer and their brokers and maybe deducted by Charterer from the ini...
	25. RELET
	Charterer shall have the right to relet all or part of this Charterparty to others subject to Owners' approval which shall not be unreasonably withheld.
	26. NOTICE OF DISPUTE
	(a) Any claim that Master or Owners consider they may have on Charterers or Shippers arising at a port of loading and/or discharge shall be notified in writing by the Master to the Charterers or Shippers as the case may be before sailing from the port...

	27. ARBITRATION
	(a) Any dispute arising out of or in connection with this contract, including any question regarding its existence, validity, or termination, shall be referred to arbitration in London by a sole arbitrator/a tribunal of 3 arbitrators (strike out which...
	(b) One Arbitrator is to be appointed by each of the parties hereto and a third by the two so chosen. The Arbitrators shall be recognised by the LMAA as having expertise in shipping or maritime matters.
	(c) The parties hereby agree that:-
	(i) a party may be represented by duly qualified legal practitioners or other representative;
	(ii) the Arbitrators shall include in the arbitration award their findings on the material questions of law and face, including references to the matters on which the findings of fact were based.

	(d) However, any dispute as to technical matters arising out of or in connection with this contract shall be referred to expert determination by an independent Master Mariner.
	(e) A party may not commence legal proceedings (including arbitral proceedings under this clause) in respect of dispute unless clause (d) has been complied with first.
	(f) Any person appointed under clause (d) must act as an expert and not as an arbitrator, and the expert's written determination will be conclusive and binding on the parties.
	(g) In this clause, "technical matters" means matters surrounding the technical aspects of the performance of the charterparty, such as the vessel's route, loading and unloading of cargo, storage conditions and other matters which can reasonably be co...

	28. LAW
	29. COMBINATION CARGO
	This cargo to be shipped as full cargo however should the charterer of this charterparty agree to combine cargo with another parties cargo, charterer’s cargo is to be loaded before and discharged before other part cargoes are worked, unless otherwise ...
	In the event the combination cargo is destined for the same discharge ports as
	charterer’s cargo, then charterer has the option of which cargo is first discharged at that port.
	In the event of part cargoes being loaded, Master, Shipper and charterer to ensure fertilisers under this contract are stowed so that full use of ship's gear as on board is available at discharging port(s).
	30. VESSEL'S DRAFT
	Owner to ensure that vessels arrive at load port(s) on drafts applicable to the nominated ports and berths.
	31. SUBLETTING
	It is understood that the owner does not have the right to sublet this Contract or any part of it without the prior written approval of the charterer.
	32. HEALTH AND SAFETY
	The Owner shall have on board the vessel an effective occupational health and safety policy with the object that due care and attention is given by crew members to safe working practice in all operations pertaining to the vessel. The Owner shall have ...
	33. CONFIDENTIALITY
	The Owner shall have on board the vessel an effective occupational health and safety policy with the object that due care and attention is given by crew members to safe working practice in all operations pertaining to the vessel. The Owner shall have ...
	34. QUALITY
	Without detracting from the obligations of the Owner with regard to the condition of the vessel and ship’s gear as appearing elsewhere in this contract, the Owner warrants to the charterer that the vessel and ship’s gear will at presentation for both ...
	35. NON WAIVER CLAUSE
	Failure by the Owner to observe and/or perform its obligations and/or covenants under this Agreement, or failure by the charterer to exercise any or all of its rights, remedies or powers hereunder, shall not constitute a waiver by the charterer of tha...
	I refer to our recent telephone conversation regarding CBA's charter of The Madam Dragonfly from Dynamic Shipping LLC (DS).
	On 1 August 2017, CBA issued a letter of demand to DS demanding payment of the sum of USD30,200,000 by 7 August 2017.  The basis of the demanded amount is further explained in an email from Jay Mizzone to Marc Simpson sent on 2 August 2017.
	We understand DS denies liability to CBA.
	Pursuant to clause 27(a) of the Charterparty, CBA hereby refers the dispute to arbitration.  We appoint Mr David Friedman as our arbitrator.  Please nominate DS' arbitrator by 1 September 2017.
	Yours faithfully,
	Kensington Mayfair & Associates
	1. The Respondent is the owner of the vessel Madam Dragonfly.
	2. The Madam Dragonfly is a commercial cargo ship flagged in Cerulean.
	Charterparty
	3. Pursuant to a voyage charterparty made on or around 22 July 2017, the Claimant chartered the vessel from the Respondent.
	4. Pursuant to the charterparty, the Madam Dragonfly was to depart the Port of Cerulean on 24 July 2017, sale to the Port of Dillamond by the most direct route (as shown on the attached map) and discharge 1000 bags of coffee (Cargo) at the Port of Dil...
	5. The Respondent did not deliver the Cargo until approximately 1:55pm on 31 July 2017.
	6. 75% of the Cargo was water-damaged on delivery and is unusable.
	7. The damaged Cargo was worth USD15,750,000.
	8. As the Cargo was required in order to satisfy the Claimant's contractual obligations with a third party, the Claimant was required to urgently source alternative coffee at a cost of USD9,450,000 (Replacement Coffee Payment).
	9. The third party with whom the Claimant had contracted for the supply of coffee suffered loss and damage as a result of the Claimant's breach of contract.
	10. The third party and the Claimant entered into a settlement agreement whereby the third party released the Claimant from all claims it may have against it in relation to the Claimant's breach of contract in return for the Claimant paying the amount...
	Maritime lien
	11. On or around 22 July 2017, the Claimant paid the amount of US$100,000 on account of wages which would become payable to the crew of the Madam Dragonfly following her voyage from the Port of Cerulean to the Port of Dillamond into a special Bank acc...
	12. The Respondent has not paid the crew of the Madam Dragonfly wages due for the voyage and has not repaid the US$100,000 to the Claimant.
	Damages claimed
	13. In the premises:
	(a) the Respondent is liable to the Claimant for damages in the amount of USD30,200,000 comprising:
	(i) USD15,750,000 on account of the damaged Cargo;
	(ii) USD9,450,000 for the Replacement Coffee Payment;
	(iii) USD5,000,000 on account of the Settlement Payment; and

	(b) the Claimant holds a maritime equitable lien over the Madam Dragonfly.

	Jurisdiction
	1. The Respondent objects to the jurisdiction of this arbitral panel to determine the claim for damages made by the Claimant.
	2. For the reasons pleaded below and without prejudice to the Respondent's objection to the jurisdiction of this tribunal, the Respondent says that the claim for damages arises from matters which are to be determined according to the expert determinat...
	Charterparty
	3. The Respondent admits paragraphs 1 - 4 of the Points of Claim.
	4. The Respondent denies the allegation in paragraph 5 of the Points of Claim and says further that:
	(a) the Cargo was delivered to the Claimant at 8:42pm on 29 July 2017;
	(b) the Respondent is not liable for any delay as the delay was caused by two events of force majeure.

	5. The Respondent denies the allegation in paragraph 6 of the Point of Claim and says further that there was no water damage to the Cargo at the time of its delivery pleaded in paragraph 4(a) above.
	6. In the alternative to paragraph 5 above, the Respondent says that any liability in respect of the claim is limited pursuant to International Convention.
	7. Save that it denies the cargo was damaged before delivery, the Respondent admits the  paragraph 7 of the Points of Claim.
	8. **The Respondent admits the Claimant made the Replacement Coffee Payment and Settlement Payment but otherwise does not admit paragraphs 8, 9 and 10 of the Points of Claim.
	9. ** The Respondent denies it is liable for the damages claimed in paragraph 13 of the Points of Claim or at all.
	Maritime lien
	10. The Respondent admits the allegations in paragraphs 11 and 12 of the Points of Claim but denies the Claimant's assertion that it is holds a maritime lien over the Madam Dragonfly because of the matters pleaded therein.
	Counterclaim
	11. On or around 1 August 2017, the Respondent issued an invoice to the Claimant in respect of amounts owing under the charterparty pleaded in the Points of Claim for:
	(a) freight;
	(b) agency fees at the Port of Spectre, to which the Madam Dragonfly was required to deviate during the voyage;
	(c) the cost of repairs to damage caused to the Madam Dragonfly when avoiding dangerous weather conditions;
	(d) agency fees at the Port of Dillamond;
	(e) demurrage; and
	(f) use of electronic access systems at the Port of Dillamond.

	12. The Claimant has failed to pay any amount due to the Respondent under the charterparty.
	13. In the premises, the Claimant is liable to the Respondent for damages.
	1. I am a maritime engineer specialising in the safe carriage of rare cargo.
	2. I have been asked by the arbitral tribunal to provide my expert opinion on the following questions relevant to the current dispute:
	1. At approximately what time was the Cargo damaged?
	3. What cause the water damage to the Cargo?
	3. In my opinion, based on my technical knowledge and the rainfall on the relevant days, the Cargo was damaged sometime in the 24 hours  from 4:30am on 30 July 2017.
	4. The Cargo was damaged because the sealant used to seal the containers in which it was stored whilst exceptionally strong, is designed for short-term (up to 5 days) use only.  The combination of prolonged use of the sealant and unprecedented rainfal...
	Signed:   Simon Webster
	Dated:  1 December 2017
	1. Cerulean and Dillamond are small European settlements which, in order to facilitate trade with larger nations, have adopted all laws of the United Kingdom.
	2. The Tribunal has been validly appointed in accordance with the terms of the Charterparty.
	3. All documents have been validly executed.
	4. The evidence of the expert and surveyors will be accepted by the Tribunal.




